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Abstract—In this paper, a novel iterative learning control
(ILC) scheme based on stretch and compression mapping is
proposed for a robotic manipulator to learn a trajectory that
is planned by a human partner but unknown to itself, which
is a typical task in many human-robot interaction applications.
The proposed method updates the robot’s reference trajectory
in an iterative learning manner to minimize the interaction
force between the robot and the human partner. Thus, the
robot can track the human partner’s repetitive trajectory with
a small interaction force, leading to little control effort from the
human. As the human is involved in the control loop, there are
various uncertainties in the system, including variable iteration
period in the task under study. The stretch and compression
mapping is proposed to solve this problem. Simulations on a
robotic manipulator are carried out to show the effectiveness of
the proposed method in human-robot collaboration. Results also
illustrate better performance of the proposed ILC compared to
other ILC methods with variable periods.

Index Terms—Human-robot interaction, Robotic control, Iter-
ative learning control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robots are starting to be more used in daily applications
with the development of the industrialization and information
technology, and there is an increasing demand for research
in control of robots in health care, assistive devices and other
applications of human-robot interaction (HRI) [1]–[4]. How to
design a simple, effective and safe control scheme has been a
focus in the field of HRI , especially in the subfield of physical
human-robot interaction (pHRI) [5]. In many pHRI tasks,
robots are required to learn the human partners’ movement
intentions, e.g. carrying, polishing and welding [6].
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Iterative learning control (ILC) is an effective control
scheme for improving performance of uncertain dynamic sys-
tems that follow the same operation where a task is repeatedly
completed in a finite time interval [7]. By dealing with
repetitive uncertainties and external disturbances, ILC has been
widely used in control of robots. For example, [8] proposes an
adaptive iterative learning control (AILC) for robotic system
with both structured and unstructured uncertainty. [9] designs
an ILC for trajectory tracking of rigid robot manipulators
subject to external disturbances and performing repetitive
tasks. [10] further studies trajectory tracking control of rigid
robot manipulators with model uncertainty by ILC.

Although ILC has shown excellent capability in dealing
with system uncertainty and repetitive interference [11], [12],
conventional ILC has a critical assumption of a fixed time
interval in different iterations. However, in many practical
tasks, especially those with human partners involved, the
iteration period may vary in different iterations. For instance,
iterative learning or repetitive learning can be used to control
the gait tracking of an exoskeleton robot [13]. Since the speed
of the human user in each iteration is inconsistent, the iteration
length may be variable so the traditional ILC is no longer
applicable. In addition, due to data collection errors, there
may be inconsistency in the time length of data collection
in each iteration, and the missing data or extra data will lead
to the traditional ILC unreliable [14]. This paper will discuss
a repetitive trajectory tracking task in space, where the robot
needs to track a fixed trajectory planned by a human partner
but unknown to it beforehand. Due to the uncertainty of the
human behavior, the period of tracking the desired trajectory
will change in each iteration, so that the ILC with fixed
iteration period will lose its capability to ensure the tracking
performance.



Based on the above discussions, this paper develops a
period-varying ILC that ensures learning convergence in the
presence of human uncertainty. In the literature of ILC, some
relevant works [14]–[18] investigate the problem of period-
varying which lay the foundation of our method. In particular,
[14] introduces an ILC scheme based on an iteratively moving
average operator for nonlinear dynamic systems with randomly
varying iteration periods. [17] proposes an ILC scheme with
an iteration-average operator for discrete-time linear systems
where the iteration period could be randomly varying. Differ-
ent from the above two methods, [18] adopts an adaptive ILC
framework for continuous-time parametric nonlinear systems
with varying iteration periods. Similar to other ILC methods
as discussed above, these three methods require a predefined
desired output trajectory. In this paper, the human’s unknown
desired trajectory will be first learned by using a human limb
model and by formulating a zero force regulation problem.
Then, it will be tracked by the robot so it can reduce human’s
control effort. Compared to related works in the literature, this
paper includes the following contributions:

1) A novel iterative learning method is proposed for non-
linear systems with randomly varying iteration lengths
varying, with the introduction of an stretch and com-
pression mapping.

2) The proposed ILC scheme is applied to learn a desired
trajectory that is unknown to the robot but planned by its
human partner, so that interaction force will gradually
decrease and the human partner’s control effort will be
reduced.

3) Comparison of the existing methods and the proposed
one using simulations on a robotic manipulator is carried
out to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed ILC
in human-robot collaboration.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the main problem formulation. In Section III, a non-
standard ILC is proposed to update the reference trajectory
of the robotic end-effector. The properties of the proposed
scheme are demonstrated by comparative simulations on a
robotic manipulator in Section IV. Conclusions are given in
Section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Description

In this paper, we consider a typical human-robot collabora-
tion scenario that is composed of a robotic manipulator and its
human partner as shown in Fig. 1. The human partner guides
a robotic manipulator to learn a task trajectory, e.g. carrying
an object starting from an initial position to a target position
with human partner’s desired trajectory. This trajectory is de-
termined by the human partner but cannot be preprogrammed
to the robotic manipulator. The interaction force between the
human partner’s hand and the robotic manipulator is measured
by a force sensor at the end-effector of the robotic manipulator.

Fig. 1. Human-robot collaboration scenario

The dynamics of this n-degrees-of-freedom (n-DOF) robot-
ic manipulator can be described as

H(q(t))q̈(t)+C[q(t), q̇(t)]q̇(t)+G(q(t)) = u(t)+JT (t)Fh(t)
(1)

where q(t), q̇(t), q̈(t) ∈ Rn represent the manipulator’s join-
t position, velocity and acceleration vectors, respectively;
H(q(t)) ∈ Rn×n is the symmetric positive definite mass
matrix; C[q(t), q̇(t)]q̇(t) ∈ Rn, G(q(t)) ∈ Rn denote the
torques due to centrifugal force and gravity; u(t) ∈ Rn
is the joint torque applied by the manipulator’s actuators;
J(t) ∈ Rn×n is the Jacobian matrix that relates the joint
velocity to the linear and angular velocities of the end-effector
and Fh(t) ∈ Rn is the robot/human interaction force that can
be measured by a force sensor.

It is often desirable to describe the manipulator dynamics in
the Cartesian space for the convenience of analysis, when the
interaction takes place at the end-effector. The robot dynamics
in the Cartesian space are given by

H(t)Ẍ(t) + C(t)Ẋ(t) +G(t) = J−T (t)u(t) + Fh(t) (2)

where X(t) ∈ Rn represents the position of the end-effector
and Ẋ(t) = J(t)q̇(t), Ẍ(t) = J(t)q̈(t) + J̇(t)q̇(t), so it can
be obtained that

H(t) = J−T (t)H(q(t))J−1(t),

C(t) = J−T (t)[C(q(t), q̇(t))−H(q(t))J−1(t)J̇(t)]J−1(t)

G(t) = J−T (t)G(q(t))
(3)

Let e(t) = X(t) − Xr(t), where Xr(t) is the reference
trajectory of the manipulator’s end-effector, and e(t) is the
tracking error vector at time t. Thus, X(t) = Xr(t) + e(t),
Ẋ(t) = Ẋr(t)+ė(t), Ẍ(t) = Ẍr(t)+ë(t), combined with Eq.
(2), the tracking error dynamics can be described as follows

He(t)ë(t) + Ce(t)ė(t) +Ge(t) = F (t) + Fh(t) (4)

where He(t) = Hx(t), Ce(t) = Cx(t), Ge(t) = Hx(t)Ẍr(t)+
Cx(t)Ẋr(t) +Gx(t) and F (t) = J−T (t)u(t).



According to [19], dynamics of a robot’s environment can
be described by a spring model. This corresponds to the
equilibrium point control model that describes the human
motor control [20], which is given below

Fh(t) = −Kh(X(t)−Xh(t)) (5)

where Kh is the equivalent stiffness matrix and Xh(t) is the
desired trajectory of the human. With Eqs. (4) and (5), we
have a full description of the system dynamics and are ready
to discuss the design objective of the robot’s controller.

B. Design objective

We design the robot’s controller

F (t) = He(t)ë(t)−Kv ė(t)−Kpe(t) + Ce(t)ė(t) +Ge(t)
(6)

where Kv , Kp are two diagonal matrices. Note that we
consider a two-dimensional case for analysis simplicity but
the proposed method can be extended to a higher dimension.

By combining this controller with Eq. (4), a desired
impedance model is obtained

Kv ė(t) +Kpe(t) = Fh(t) (7)

From (5) we get Fh(t) = −Kh(X(t) − Xh(t)) =
−Kh[X(t) − Xr(t) + Xr(t) − Xh(t)]. By defining e′(t) =
Xh(t)−Xr(t), Eq. (7) can be rewritten as

Kv ė(t) +Kpe(t) = −Kh(e(t)− e′(t)) (8)

Let K̂p = Kp +Kh, then Eq. (8) becomes

Kv ė(t) + K̂pe(t) = Khe
′(t) (9)

Taking the Laplace transform of Eqs. (7) and (9), we can get

(Kvs+Kp)e(s) = Fh(s) (10)

Kvse(s) + K̂pe(s) = Khe
′(s) (11)

By defining F ′h(s) = Fh(s)
Kvs+Kp

, Eq. (11) can be rewritten as

KvsF
′
h(s) + K̂pF

′
h(s) = Khe

′(s) (12)

so the dynamics in time domain is the following form

KvḞ
′
h(t) + K̂pF

′
h(t) = Khe

′(t) (13)

We further rewrite Eq. (13) in the following state-space form{
Ḟ ′h(t) = AF ′h(t) +Be′(t)

y(t) = F ′h(t)
(14)

where A = −K̂pK
−1
v , B = KhK

−1
v .

By recalling the task of human-robot collaboration, we
aim to achieve e′(t) = 0, i.e. to make the robot’s reference
trajectory identical to the human partner’s desired trajectory.
This leads to F ′h(t) = 0 according to Eq. (14). Therefore,
for the system in Eq. (14), we consider its desired input as
e′d(t) = 0 and desired output as yd(t) = 0. In the following
section, we will introduce an ILC to achieve such a desired

system by considering a repetitive tracking task, i.e. the human
partner repeats the same movement within a time period to
guide the robot along their desired trajectory. It is noted that
this period is likely to be inconsistent due to uncertainties
of human behavior, e.g. it is difficult for the human partner
to repeat the movement with the same speed in different
iterations. Therefore, the ILC scheme to be developed has to
deal with this problem.

III. ILC DESIGN

Consider a class of nonlinear iterative dynamic systems{
ẋi(t) = f(xi(t), t) +Bui(t)

yi(t) = Cxi(t)
(15)

where t ∈ [0, Ti] and i ∈ N are time and iteration number,
respectively, with N an integer and Ti the time period of the
ith iteration. ui(t) ∈ Rn, xi(t) ∈ Rm, yi(t) ∈ Rl denote
input, state and output of the system. B and C are the constant
matrices with appropriate dimensions. It is noted that f(x, t) is
Lipschitz continuous with respect to x, so that there is M > 0
for ‖ f(x1, t)− f(x2, t) ‖≤M ‖ x1 − x2 ‖.

For the above system, there is a unique control input
ud(t) ∈ R that allows the system to achieve the desired output
trajectory yd(t) ∈ R, t ∈ [0, Td], such that{

ẋd(t) = f(xd(t), t) +Bud(t)

yd(t) = Cxd(t)
(16)

where xd(t) ∈ Rm is the desired state.
If the actual iteration period is equal to the desired one as

Ti = Td, the output error ei(t) can be defined as

ei(t) = yd(t)− yi(t) (17)

A simple and effective open-loop D-type learning law can be
designed as

ui+1(t) = ui(t) + τ ėi(t) (18)

which is a conventional iterative learning method. If Ti 6=
Td, there are two cases Ti < Td and Ti > Td where the
above learning law is not applicable. In particular, when Ti <
Td the system outputs are missing after Ti and when Ti >
Td there are more system outputs than desired ones, so we
cannot compute the tracking error ei(t) required in the learning
law. To address this problem, the learning law (18) has to be
redesigned.

[14] introduces a method to deal with varying period. The
main idea is to use 0 to fill missing ei(t) if Ti < Td and
remove abundant ei(t) if Ti > Td. Also proved to be valid,
this method has a disadvantage of slow learning, as the use of
historical data is not maximized when Ti > Td. In this paper,
we introduce a stretch and compression operator s to ensure
that the data for each iteration is fully utilized and does not
supplement irrelevant data shown as Fig. 2. s is described as
follows

s =
Td
Ti
t, t ∈ [0, Ti], s ∈ [0, Td] (19)
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the proposed method: if Ti < Td, the stretch
operator s is used to extend the time domain; if Ti > Td, the compression
operator s is used to compress the time domain. Thus, the signal ei(s) on
the time interval [0, Td] can be obtained.

By using this operator s, we establish a mapping from yd(t)
and yi(t) to yd(s) and yi(s), respectively. Then the system
can be analyzed in the s domain, where the new time period
in different iterations becomes the same.

Define a modified tracking error

e∗i (s) = yd(s)− yi(s) (20)

Taking the derivative of both sides of Eq. (5) with respect to
s, we have

ė∗i (s) = ẏd(s)− ẏi(s) (21)

In order to improve the stability and fault tolerance of the
system and reduce the influence of system noise, an iteratively
average-operator is introduced to use historical information,
which is described as

Φ{ui(s)} =
1

m+ 1

m∑
j=0

ui−j(s) (22)

for a sequence ui−m(s), ui−m+1(s), ui−m+2(s)..., ui(s)
with m ≥ 1, including the recent m + 1 iterations. The new
ILC learning law is given as follows

ui+1(s) = Φ{ui(s)}+

m∑
j=0

βj ė
∗
i−j(s), s ∈ [0, Td] (23)

where the learning rates βj ∈ R+, j = 0, 1, 2... When ui+1(s)
is obtained, it can be converted back to the time domain and
we get ui+1(t) that is the control input in the next iteration.

As long as the control system in the s domain is convergent,
the convergence of the system in the time domain can be
guaranteed. There are three conditions for convergence:
• f(x, s) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to x, so that

there is Ms > 0 for ‖ f(x1, s)− f(x2, s) ‖ ≤ Ms ‖
x1 − x2 ‖.

• Each iteration starts at the same position xi(0) = xd(0).
• There is a unique desired output yd(s) resulting from the

desired input xd(s).
More specifically, when initial control input u0(s) and initial

state xi(0) are given, the necessary and sufficient condition

for sequences xs(s), yi(s) and ui(s) to uniformly converge to
xd(s), yd(s) and ud(s), respectively, is described as

m∑
j=0

‖ I

m+ 1
− βjCB ‖< 1 (24)

The following control objectives are achieved: lim
i→∞

δui(s) =

0, lim
i→∞

δxi(s) = 0 and lim
i→∞

ei(s) = 0, where
δui(s) = ud(s)− ui(s)
δxi(s) = xd(s)− xi(s)
ei(s) = yd(s)− yi(s)

(25)

According to Eq. (23), the ILC learning law for the robot
can be designed as

e′(i+1)(s) = Φ{e′(i)(s)}+

m∑
j=0

βjḞ
′
h(i−j)

(s) (26)

Since e′(s) = Xr(s) − Xh(s) where Xh(s) is the human
partner’s same desired trajectory in different iterations, the
above learning law can be used to compute the robot’s
reference trajectory as

Xr(i+1)
(s) = Φ{Xr(i)(s)}+

m∑
j=0

βjḞ
′
h(i−j)

(s) (27)

Finally, Xri+1
(t) is obtained by mapping Xri+1

(s) from the
s domain back to the time domain.

IV. SIMULATION

A. Simulation I

In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed IL-
C scheme and verify the convergence analysis, a nonlin-
ear dynamical system is given as (1) where f(xi(t), t) =
0.5sin(xi(t)) + 0.8cos(xi(t)), xi(0) = 0. The desired tra-
jectory is yd(t) = sin(0.5πt) + sin( 2πt

7 ) with the iteration
period as Td = 10s. The initial input signal can be set as
u0(t) = 0, t ∈ [0, 10]s in the first iteration. In practice,
each iteration period Ti could be directly measured, but in
simulations, we assume that Ti satisfies Gaussian distribution
with mean of 10s and standard deviation of 0.5s. Furthermore,
we set m = 4, B = 12, C = 0.05 and choose β0 = 0.2,
β1 = 0.18, β2 = 0.16, β3 = 0.14, β4 = 0.12. The first
simulation is mainly divided into the following two parts.

1) Existing method: The existing method in [14] is tested
in this part for comparison. As shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),
different iterations are represented by curves in different colors
and the end of each iteration is marked with a dot. The tracking
performance is shown in Fig. 3(a), where the actual trajectory
yi approximately coincides with the reference trajectory yd
after 45 iterations. Furthermore, the tracking errors are shown
in Fig. 3(b), which decrease to zero when the iteration number
increases. From these results, it can be found that this method
is feasible in dealing with varying time period. However, it will
be demonstrated in the second part that the convergence of this
learning method is relatively long compared to the proposed
method.
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Fig. 3. (a) Trajectory tracking with varying iteration period under the existing method in [14]. (b) Trajectory tracking errors with varying iteration period
under the existing method in [14]. (c) Trajectory tracking with varying iteration period under the proposed method. (d) Trajectory tracking errors with varying
iteration period under the proposed method.

TABLE I
LEARNING PERIODS (S)

T2 T4 T6 T8 T10 T12 T14 T16 T18 T20

9.5 9.0 10.4 10.2 9.6 8.6 11.0 11.2 9.6 10.5

2) Proposed method: This section presents the simulation
results under the proposed method in dealing with the varying
iteration period problem. The parameters and iteration periods
are the same as in the above section. As shown in Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d), we only need 28 iterations to achieve good tracking
performance and the tracking errors quickly reduce to zero.
Compared with the existing method, the proposed method has
an advantage of faster convergence.

B. Simulation II

In order to prove the validity of the proposed method for
human-robot collaboration, we consider the scenario as intro-
duced in Fig. 1, where a robotic manipulator and a human arm
move in the X−Y plane. We first set that the actual trajectory
deviates from the human partner’s desired trajectory, so robot
needs to reduce the tracking error through collaboration with
the human partner. The interaction force applied by the human
partner is the key point of the proposed method, which is

used to update the robot’s reference trajectory until the actual
trajectory is close to the human partner’s desired trajectory.

The human partner’s desired trajectory is set as Xd =[
0.2cos(0.2πt) + 0.4

0.2sin(0.2πt)

]
m and the desired period is Td =

10s. The robot’s reference trajectory in the first iteration is

Xr(1) =

[
0.1cos(0.2πt) + 0.5

0.12sin(0.2πt)

]
m and its period is T = 10s.

The initial position of the robotic manipulator’s end-effector is

set as A =

[
0.6
0

]
m during each iteration. The control and

learning parameters for simulation are Kh = diag[0.12, 0.14],
Kp = diag[20, 30], Kv = diag[6.8, 7.5], β0 = 0.25, β1 = 0.2,
β2 = 0.18, β3 = 0.16 and β4 = 0.14. Due to the involvement
of human-robot interaction, there is an uncertainty in human
operations, so the time period of each iteration is different.
The period of each iteration is set as a value around T = 10s,
and the value of each iteration period is given in TABLE I.

The parameters of the robotic manipulator are designed
as follows. mi, li, lci, Ii, i=1, 2 represent the mass, the
length, the distance from the joint to the center of the mass
and the moment of inertia respectively. We set m1=m2=2kg,
l1=l2=2m, I1=I2=1.0kgm2, and lc1=lc2=1m.

Simulation results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, where the
desired trajectory is indicated by a red dotted line. Fig. 4 shows
the evolvement of trajectory tracking, which indicates that the
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actual trajectory can accurately track the desired trajectory
Xd after 20 iterations. Finally, through Fig. 5, we find that
with the increase of the number of iterations, the interaction
force gradually decreases. When the actual trajectory is close
to the human partner’s desired trajectory, the interaction force
is reduced to zero so the robot proactively completes the task
with least human control effort.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel iterative learning control scheme
is proposed for a robotic manipulator to learn an unknown
trajectory through human-robot collaboration. To achieve the
design objective with varying iteration periods, a learning
law is developed based on stretch and compression mapping.
Compared with the existing method, the proposed one has
an advantage of faster convergence. In addition, the proposed
method updates the robotic manipulator’s reference trajectory
in an iterative learning manner to minimize the interaction
force between the robot and its human partner. Thus, the
robot can track the human partner’s desired trajectory with
repetitive interactive learning. Simulation on a 2-DOF ma-
nipulator shows the effectiveness of the proposed method
in human-robot collaboration. These results show that the
proposed method has a potential for reducing human effort
and transferring human skills to robots, which can be applied

to applications such as heavy load transport in automotive
industry and compliant machining.
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